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1. This guy

2. And this guy, too

3. The view from the sweet suites

4. Rattlesnake dogs (no, really!)

5. Come July, when you take your seat for some summer baseball,

11. Even if baseball’s not your thing, Globe Life Field is still a goyou will almost certainly be spellbound by the view around
to destination. Because of the venue size, design, central location,
you. But you’ll be ecstatically spellbound by the notion that it
and state-of-the-art technology, the stadium will host a multitude
sure doesn’t feel like summer baseball in here. Yay, roof. Yay air
of events like collegiate sports, concerts, festivals and other
conditioning!
professional sporting events.
6. Speaking of the roof, it is the first of its kind in baseball. With
12. The stadium has 47 concession stands, 20 bars, 11 kitchens,
portions made of a transparent material, it allows for outdoor
two vegan stands and 38 portable stands. With Delaware North
ambiance indoors. And it can be retracted in a matter of minutes.
Sportservice at the forefront of concessions, you’ll find the likes
of The Grit Dog (a foot long with creamy jalapeño cheese grits,
7. Globe Life Field spans 1.8 million square feet – that’s 0.4 million
stadium chili, Rico’s nacho cheese and fresh Pico De Gallo), as
bigger than its predecessor, Globe Life Park. Because the new
well as The Stack (tostados layered with Tostitos tortilla chips and
stadium seats some 9,000 fewer fans, it is a more intimate setting for
your favorite nacho toppings,
watching the game. But it has
including pulled pork, Rico’s
WAY more concourse space,
nacho cheese sauce, jalapeño
and you can still watch the
peppers and stadium chili).
game as you make your way
through the new concourse.
13. The field’s dimensions all
correspond with meaningful
8. The new ballpark features
numbers in Texas Rangers
two large video boards. The
history. The distance to the foul
main board in right field
pole in left field is 329 feet, in
measures 58 feet tall x 150 feet
honor of #29, Adrian Beltre. Left
wide. The one down the third
field then juts out to 334 feet, in
base line measures 40 x 120. By
honor of #34, Nolan Ryan. The
comparison, Globe Life Park’s
left center power alley is 372
boards were 42 x 120 and 34 x 94.
17
things
we
love
about
Globe
Life
Field
feet, a tribute to 1972, when the
9. We mentioned fewer seats
Rangers played their inaugural
at Globe Life Field. What we
season in Arlington. The deepest part of the park is 410 feet, in
needed to mention is that those seats are wider than what you
honor of #10, Michael Young. Dead center field is 407 feet, in honor
found in the past – by a full inch.
of #7, Pudge Rodriguez. The right center power alley is 374 feet,
10. If you’re into watching the game from premium clubs, Globe
in honor of the 1974 “Turnaround Gang” Rangers. And the right
Life Field has you covered, with six premium clubs available. There
field foul pole is 326 feet away, in honor of #26, Johnny Oates. The
are 2,098 premium seats, as well as party suites available that can
distance behind home plate from the plate to the barrier directly
accommodate from 30-420 fans during a game. Globe Life Field has
behind it is 42 feet, in honor of Jackie Robinson.
71 long-term suites and 37 nightly suites.

A HOME RUN!

14. The players’ clubhouse

15. The fans’ clubhouse

16. Powder blue is back!

17. Did we mention air conditioning?
Photos courtesy of The Texas Rangers, kasa-immo.com
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